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Transfer Learning for SOTA
● Train on large upstream data set, fine tune on smaller downstream data set,

● Unsupervised / supervised pre-training is a popular recipe.

○ Language (BERT, GPT-3), Vision (CLIP, VIT), Speech (wav2vec), RL? 

● Why not train downstream data set from scratch?

○ Slower convergence

○ Worse generalization



Common Transfer Learning Recipes
● LINEAR: Only train a new classification head

○ Cheap to run and store

○ Suboptimal performance

● FINE-TUNING: Pretrained feature extractor is tuned together with the head

○ High cost of running and storing for each task. 

■ Mitigation strategies exist [1,2,3].

○ Better performance

1. Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning with Diff Pruning

2. Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning for NLP

3. Learning a Universal Template for Few-shot Dataset Generalization

Can we have best of both worlds? 
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Hypothesis 

Fine-tuning performance  can be matched

using a linear probe on intermediate activations.



Problems with Extended Feature Set
● Overfitting: When #FeatureDim>>#Samples.

○ Previous work* shows that regularization helps 
few-shot transfer when intermediate features 
are used.

*Selecting Relevant Features from a Universal Representation for Few-shot Classification

● Cost: O(#FeatureDim * #Classes) both memory 

and compute.
○ #FeatureDim=1m, #Classes=100: 40GB (float32)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.09338v1.pdf


The Case for Feature Selection
● Assumption: A small subset of features is enough to achieve good 

generalization (and less likely to overfit when trained).

● Implication: Inference cost is now O(#FeatureKeptDim * #Classes).



Head2Toe (H2T) w/ Group-Lasso

- Train Wall with group-lasso and select features with 
highest l2-norm. 

- After calculating the scores, keep a fraction f of 
features and train a linear classifier on the 
selected features.

- Given a pretrained NN:



Selection of Intermediate Features

● Strided pooling to aggregate 

features.

● Pool size is selected per layer 

s.t. there are ~T features per 

layer.

● Flatten and normalize 

features from each layer to 

unit-norm.



Experimental Setup
- VTAB-1k benchmark: 19 image classification tasks with 1000 training samples each.

- Natural: natural images 
- Structured: rendered artificial images
- Specialized: images from non-standard cameras

- Hyper-parameter selection / Validation
- 5-fold cross validation for each method and transfer task separately.

- 2 learning rates
- 2 training steps
- 3 regularization coefficients (2 for Head2Toe)
- 3 target feature size

- 3 seeds per task



Results on ResNet-50 
- We match/exceed the fine-tuning results reported in the VTAB paper*.



Results on ViT-B/16
- Similarly, Head2Toe matches fine-tuning. +5% if the backbone has option to be tuned.



Cost of Head2Toe
- FLOPs cost of H2T consists of three parts:

a. Calculating the representations for all data (fixed)
b. Training              (~#FeatureDim * #Classes)
c. Validating different fractions: ~18% of (b).

- Storage size of H2T depends on #FeaturesSelected and the bitmap.



● This metric is robust 

to different 

backbones and 

algorithms used to 

train it.

● Assumption: If a downstream task is similar to the upstream dataset, 

it will achieve better linear performance in a data-limited setting. 

Defining a Metric for Task/Domain Affinity



Head2Toe Improves OOD Generalization

Less domain 
similiarity

More domain 
similarity



Head2Toe - Layers vs. Features
- What if we select layers instead of individual features?

- Feature selection works better.



Importance of Dynamic Adaptation 
- No single set of features perform best over all tasks.

- Features have <20% intersection.



Bitter Lesson*
- Utilizing more layers  always improves performance.

*incompleteideas.net/IncIdeas/BitterLesson.html

- Using more features per layer (smaller pooling size) is useful only a subset of tasks (Group-1).



Future Research
- Scaling # candidate features further up.

- Bigger and multiple backbones.

- Better/cheaper/simpler feature selection algorithms.

- Better/simpler feature aggregation functions.

- Applying Head2Toe to different domains.



Head2Toe Summary
- Finetuning performance can be matched or 

exceeded with a special linear probe on 

intermediate features.

- This strategy helps most on far transfer tasks.

- Extracting features from more layers and 

features help.

- Select features for each task separately.

Thank you for listening!


